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Chapter 1

A brain’s hole tale

Future intelligent life in our universe would have but
one remaining option: to inject enough information
into a new universe to recreate our civilization on the
other side of the wormhole.

Michio Kaku - “Parallel Worlds”

This is a tale of an ordinary man with ordinary thoughts. But
something extraordinary happened to those thoughts, although no
one really ever noticed. How do I know about it then, it doesn’t
really matter. The name of the man doesn’t really matter either,
but let’s call him Ebwhe, or just Eb for short.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 2

Par-cell

The tragedy of old age is not that one is old, but
that one is young.

Oscar Wilde - “The Picture of Dorian Gray”

This is the story of Boddes, a man who had to fight his own
body in order to achieve his ultimate goal in this universe: to live
a humble life.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 3

God herself

One of the truly bad effects of religion is that it
teaches us that it is a virtue to be satisfied with not
understanding.

Richard Dawkins - “The God Delusion”

This story is about the origin of all things, and about a particular
woman turned into a goddess who wasn’t interested in becoming
one.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 4

Luck magnet

I’m a great believer in luck, and I find the harder I
work, the more I have of it.

Thomas Jefferson

This is the tale of Jimbo, a truly lucky man, or so everyone
thought. All his wishes could have become true, if only he had
wished for something. Some people get what they deserve, while
others get what others deserve. And some others, they just don’t
care. But let me tell you Jimbo’s story, and leave the morale to
the reader’s judgment.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 5

Dark Ages

Shall pain help me reach completeness?

KOS-MOS in Xenosaga

Without the proper care, magic can be a dangerous thing. Even
experienced witches can get burnt after abusing fire spells. Apart
from these dangers, the black mage in our story suffered the con-
sequences of casting her spells in a world that was not in need of
them.

5.1 Perpetual quest

Mirvianne was an unemployed young black mage. Despite her
young age, she had already mastered almost every high order fire
spell known in this world. She could do any fire-related thing, from
lighting small candles with precision, without burning the wax, to
make a volcano go big fireworks.

But fire was not the only element Mirvianne could control. She
had a wide repertoire in black magic. She could also cast water
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and wind, and even crush whole buildings into egg-shaped con-
glomerates with potent gravity-manipulation spells. Although all
these spells sound pretty much destructive, Mirvianne didn’t like
destroying things. In fact, she regretted not having learned some
white magic at times. She fantasized with healing people or even
resurrecting comrades with some good white magic.

Mirvianne was unemployed, but she didn’t care much, since she
had earned a considerable amount of money from previous quests.
This time she was planning to start her own quest. She would
use the money to buy some good items and probably to pay the
professional hands of a white mage and a sword master. She could
have asked for help to her friends, but she wanted to keep it a
secret since she wanted to surprise them with the reward of this
quest.

In one of her many quests, Mirvianne had heard rumors of a
perpetual motion machine. They were just rumors, and most peo-
ple argued that a perpetual motion machine can not exist, since
it violates the basic laws of thermodynamics. However, Mirvianne
knew that her magic violated those laws too, and it worked any-
way. To her, this overwhelmingly logic argument meant that the
perpetual motion machine could exist, after all. In fact, she had
found a map to an ancient city that it was believed to have been
inhabited by the wisest engineers to have ever lived in this world.
In the ruins of that city, many marvelous artifacts had already been
discovered, and Mirvianne believed that if such a perpetual motion
machine ever existed, those ruins would necessarily hold the key to
find it.

Mirvianne looked at her map several times. If the location of
the ruins was correct, she had to travel north to a dark forest that
was said to be inhabited by a quite unfriendly tribe of vampires.
The forest extended to the west, and ended in a small opening by
the sea, that it was said to be the most probable location of the
ruins. If she wanted to trespass that forest, she would need more
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than garlic. She would better gather the small party she had in
mind as soon as possible. There was a town just east from the
vampires’ forest. It was supposed to be a quiet town where mages
and warriors liked to relax. She would stay one night there, and
visit the local taverns in order to recruit some people for her quest.

The road to that town was more dangerous than Mirvianne orig-
inally thought. She had to cross a high mountain pass all covered
with snow. Suddenly, from beneath the snow, a magic creature ma-
terialized, transforming the snow around it into a gigantic round
puppet with hollow eyes. The snow-puppet was three times the
size of Mirvianne, but it didn’t scare her. She summoned a small
fire with life of its own, the size of a watermelon. The fire flame
said “it’s cold in here –let’s warm it up!”, and kamikaze’d towards
the snow-puppet monster. The monster opened his mouth, and the
flame disappeared inside. The monster burped, and a thin smoke
left from its mouth.

Even if it looked so, this attack hadn’t been a failure at all.
Mirvianne was just testing the monster to get an idea of how much
power she would need. She hated when she wasted big amounts of
magic on small monsters, so she learned some battle techniques to
save her precious magic. This time, a fire ring would do. She made
the OK sign with her right hand, and blew energetically through
the circle formed between her thumb and her forefinger. A small
smoke ring appeared between her fingers, rotating rapidly and mov-
ing towards the monster. The spiraling ring was growing bigger and
starting to light up in flames. It reached the monster in a few sec-
onds, but it was already a huge ring of fire that engulfed the puppet
into hellish flames that melted it down in a matter of seconds.

Mirvianne found some other monsters in the way, but she didn’t
have much trouble in dealing with them. After a couple of hours,
she reached her destination, the quiet town where she would look
for a white mage and a sword master. The town was quiet indeed,
but she could see some figures in the distance entering some place,
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and some others leaving that same place. Probably a tavern, so
she walked that way. It was still early for drinking, since the sun
was still out, but most of the people would go to taverns just to
find some conversation.

The tavern was in a wide but dark street. It was dark because
of the tall buildings that surrounded it. Mirvianne suspected those
buildings were not inhabited, but they may have been built by
people that liked lurking in tall places. Perhaps she could go up
one of these buildings herself, and take a look at the vampires’
forest from there. But first things first. She entered the tavern
and ordered some food, to recover some energy. She chatted with
some of the clients, but no one liked the prospect of crossing the
vampires’ forest. However, a foreteller advised her to stay one night
and come back to the same tavern the next day early morning.
Strong visitors from remote parts of the world used to visit the
tavern at those early hours.

The black mage Mirvianne thanked the foreteller and decided
to do as she was told. She had planned to stay there one night
anyway. And she needed some rest after fighting all those monsters
in her way to this town. She asked for directions, in order to find
a place to stay. She left the tavern, and started to walk down
the wide street full of tall buildings. Everything was quiet. Then,
suddenly, a whizzing sound parted the air from the roof of one of
the buildings all the way to Mirvianne’s location. She could see the
sky for a few seconds, just before everything went blank. A bullet
had crossed Mirvianne’s head. She felt dead on the floor.

5.2 Ban that gun

Erva had never liked guns. Neither real ones, nor guns in games. In
fact, she hated shooting games. She had tried to play some online
shooting games before, but she didn’t have fun at all. Everything
was very chaotic in those online games. Usually players would just
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shoot to anyone who was in their way, enemy or not, just for the
fun of it. Once you logged in, you could be dead in a matter of
seconds. There was no purpose to such kind of games.

The worst kind of players in shooting games were the snipers.
Those cowards would just seat in high spots and wait for their vic-
tims, a sniper rifle in hand. The poor victim would barely under-
stand what had just happened when they died. Being the meanest
weapon ever invented, Erva couldn’t understand how could they
have ever allowed sniper rifles in an online RPG like the one she
was playing. It was already bad that some smart game developer
had thought that having guns in a role playing game would be fun,
but letting players use sniper rifles was already too much. And the
only thing Erva could see before her character Mirvianne died, was
just the nickname of the sniper: L. H. Oswald.

Erva was obviously pissed off, since she had lost her progress
from the few last hours. If she had only managed to get some sleep
before she was shot dead, at least all the work wouldn’t have been
in vain. As a matter of fact, her real self was also tired and needed
some sleep. But before going to bed, she wrote an e-mail to the
game developers of that game explaining her case and complaining
about the use of guns. They should ban them, or at least ban
snipers and headshots.

In any case, Erva wouldn’t give up that soon in her quest for the
perpetual motion machine. With that machine it would probably
be possible to create entire cities for free. She planned to use that
machine to create her own city and invite her friends there. She
would ban any armed citizen from her city. A gun-less city, ruled
by a female black mage. What could be cooler than that?

Erva’s cat, a flurry black male with green eyes, meowed from
below her desk. It helped her to forget about her fantasy world and
come back to reality. She stroke her pet, and got ready to go to
bed. She dreamt of monsters, fire spells, and marvelous artifacts.
She dreamt she was a white mage at times, and she resurrected
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herself after being shot dead. She also dreamt of a world without
guns.

The next day, on her way back from school, Erva met her neigh-
bor Jim and waved him hello. Jim was not a very talkative guy,
but Erva’s mum always said good things about him. Since Erva
was eager to tell everyone about her game and her quest, she de-
cided to talk about it with her neighbor. She had already talked to
her friends in school, but they hadn’t paid much attention. Jim,
on the other hand, seemed very interested in Erva’s story, asking
her questions about her quest and how she believed the perpetual
motion machine would look like. It was really fun talking to him.

But the real fun was waiting for Erva in her room, so she said
goodbye to Jim, and Jim wished her good luck in her quest. When
Jim got home, he talked to her wife Om, about Erva and the game
she was playing. Jim wanted to give Erva a hand, so he decided to
log in into that game and join Erva in her quest. Jim asked her wife
to join too. Om had never played that game, but she enjoyed video
games in general. They didn’t have any plans for the afternoon, so
they both logged in the online RPG.

Edy Ken was an unexperienced swordsman and Uvierb was an
equally noob white mage. They travelled together headed for a
town close to the vampires’ forest. There were many powerful
monsters in the way that would have killed any novice warrior, but
Ken and Uvierb’s luck levels were extremely high, so they man-
aged to defeat those monsters with very basic weapons and spells.
By defeating such powerful monsters, they could in turn level up
quickly. So by the time they reached their destination, Uvierb had
even mastered the resurrection spell and Ken had obtained a pow-
erful Masamune-ken.

The white mage and the warrior arrived to what it looked like
the main tavern in town. There they found a young black mage
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called Mirvianne, chatting to people and trying to convince them to
join her quest. Edy Ken and Uvierb volunteered for the job. After
the introductions and a casual spell-check, they left town headed
for the vampires’ forest.

The forest looked as a normal forest from a distance. But after
walking a few miles, the vegetation became so thick that barely no
light could reach ground. It was very dark, but Mirvianne had sum-
moned a small flame to lead their way. She had trapped the flame
in a small levitating round glass so the flame wouldn’t suddenly
start a fire in the forest. This light made our three adventurers
cast scary shadows in the surrounding trees, so it always appeared
as if they were being followed.

In fact, they were being followed. Three vampires had been
attracted to the light and they had been following our heroes for
a while. Mirvianne stopped to check her map, and then the three
vampires, seeing some distraction, suddenly attacked them from
behind. Ken reacted promptly, and jumped in to protect the mages.
Uvierb tried to talk to the vampires, but their blood-thirsty eyes
suggested they wouldn’t understand reason. Mirvianne thought
of casting some fire, but she quickly dropped the idea since the
vegetation would go on fire too and everybody would die. She
casted some wind instead to at least make the enemies’ movements
slower.

The vampires were closing in, and Ken was not fast enough to
fight the three of them back by himself. Then, Uvierb readied a
healing spell that was intended for Ken. Unfortunately, she made a
mistake and instead of casting it on Ken, she casted it on one of the
vampires. This was actually a really lucky movement, since the spell
casted away the vampire’s blood, making it become human’s blood
again. The ex-vampire looked slightly confused. He touched his
teeth, and then suddenly seemed to realize what had just happened.
He pushed one of the other vampires, and run to Uvierb’s side.

Mirvianne gave some of her magic mana to Uvierb, and Uvierb
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immediately casted another healing spell on another vampire. Ken
grabbed the last vampire from the back, and held him still un-
til Uvierb readied her last healing spell. The three vampires had
become humans again, and they had lost their hunger for blood.

The ex-vampires thanked our heroes for exorcizing them. As a
token of gratitude, they offered themselves to escort Mirvianne’s
party to the ruins they were looking for. They knew of the ruins,
but they hadn’t actually visited them, since vampires preferred the
safeness that the darkness of the forest offered. The ruins were
said to be quite a shiny place.

The party of six reached the ruins. Mirvianne was very excited.
The place was real, not just legend as many believed. The sun had
already set, but it was very bright outside. There was a beautiful
full moon, and its light was reflected by shiny blueish pillars that
surrounded the place.

Mirvianne rushed in the ruins, leaving the others behind. And
suddenly, a shadow clouded some of the light that came from the
front, and jumped towards Mirvianne. It was a werewolf, with its
mouth wide open. If all of this were real, Mirvianne could have
probably smelled the breath of the werewolf as it closed its mouth
around her neck. Then, the sound of a firing weapon. Edy Ken
just moved his head in time so the bullet passed next to his ear,
and precisely penetrated the werewolf’s head. As it turned out, the
bullet was a silver bullet, and the werewolf immediately fell dead
to the floor.

Mirvianne and the others never saw the face of their benefactor.
They could just read his name floating in the starry sky: L. H.
Oswald. Whether the bullet was aimed to Ken, the werewolf, or
both, they would never know. Oswald’s true intentions remain a
mystery even today.
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5.3 Blue Mist Sanctuary

Mirvianne, Ken, and Uvierb started exploring the area. The three
ex-vampires left the party. Mirvianne had no idea what the per-
petual motion machine would look like. Perhaps it was not even
there, but at least she should be able to find some hint about its
whereabouts. But all that there was to see was columns of shiny
blue marble, of all lengths and sizes. The moonlight was reflected
at those columns, and disperse in the water particles coming from
the humid forest that surrounded the area. It created a mysterious
blue mist that prevented Mirvianne from knowing exactly what the
others were doing. They just appeared as blue shadows walking
around the columns. Mirvianne had no idea of what to do next.

On the other hand, everything looked quite familiar to Uvierb.
Many years ago, she had lived in a moon full of these kind of
columns. They were machines used to harvest the energy of the
stars. So the perpetual motion machine that Mirvianne was after
was not based in perpetual motion at all, but in real thermodynam-
ics. The blueish columns were not made of marble, but of carbon
nanotubes. The nanotubes were so strong, that these weren’t ruins
at all. Everything was in one piece.

However, the machine, even if operable, wouldn’t be of much
use by itself. It needed at least a host satellite orbiting around
a star to send the energy back to this place. Many hosts could
be interconnected into an energy-harvesting cloud that could vir-
tually generate endless power. There was only one way to find out
whether that energy was available or not: by turning the machine
on. Something told her that by having Ken by her side, somehow
that energy would be most probably available.

The blue columns apparently seemed to be in erratic order due
to their different sizes. However, Uvierb knew they were arranged
in a circle. She walked towards the center of that circle. Then
she searched the ground, and pulled a thin nanotube buried under-
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ground. Slowly, a small humming sound became audible, and the
blue mist began to dissipate as the air became warmer. Mirvianne
and Ken were wondering around when they felt the change in the
air. They reached for Uvierb, who was paralyzed with her eyes wide
open looking at something floating in midair.

When the computer of the energy harvester came online, a
holographic screen popped up in front of Uvierb. Some letters that
the others couldn’t understand were written on it: “Please come
back”. What was that message? By pointing her fingers through
the hologram, Uvierb introduced a personal code that was supposed
to be a request for instructions in the place where she came from.
To her surprise, the code was accepted. But the answer was again
the same message: “Please come back”.

Ken and Mirvianne were trying to ask Uvierb what was going
on, when she suddenly disappeared. A message popped up in the
sky in block letters: UVIERB LOGGED OUT.

Jim was upset. He asked her wife, “why did you logged out?
You hadn’t saved your progress! What a waste...”. Om replied
that she just freaked out, thinking that there were some personal
messages for her in the game. But now she realized it was probably
her imagination. The obvious explanation was that the game had
been programmed to give the same answer whatever the input.

In any case, she wanted to apologize to her young neighbor for
suddenly leaving the game without any explanation of what she had
been doing in those “ruins”. She asked Jim to help her neighbor
to go back to the town in the game and save progress, and tell her
that “Uvierb” would explain things later.

Om knocked the door of her neighbor. Erva’s mum welcomed
her, and Om asked for Erva. Erva had just saved her game and
turned off her console. She was playing with her cat when her mum
walked in with her neighbor. They had never talked before, but she
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knew it was Jim’s wife. Om introduced herself as Om, but then
she said Erva would knew her better as Uvierb. Erva gasped. Om
explained that Jim and herself were the ones who had been helping
her. It was Jim’s idea, so she suggested her to thank Jim next time
they met.

Om apologized for logging out. Since it was the first time she
played, she pretended she had logged out accidentally. In any case,
Om said she had read about that machine in some science fiction
novel, which the game developers had probably read too. She
explained that it was not a perpetual motion machine, but Erva
could think of it as being so for all that mattered in that game
universe.

She taught Erva how to use the energy harvester machine. The
only problem was that Erva wouldn’t be able to move the machine
out from that place, so every time she needed to use it she would
need to cross the vampires’ forest. So it was probably a good idea
to use the energy from the machine to build a road across the forest
first. How could she use the energy to build stuff within the game,
Om had no idea. But Erva knew all the rules of construction, so
she was excited to hear the news from Om. She thanked Om for
everything and asked her to log in again sometimes. Erva’s cat
meowed something too.

The next day was a Saturday, so Erva didn’t need to go to
school. She spent all the weekend building a magnificent virtual
city inside the game. Despite some doubts in her heart after being
saved by the sniper when her neck was about to get snapped by the
werewolf hidden in the ruins, she finally decided to create some rules
to ban the use of guns in her city. She painted all the buildings
blue, and casted a spell to create a thin mist in the streets, to
give the city a mystic air. She created a temple to the stars in
downtown, and name the city “Blue Mist Sanctuary”.
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5.4 Life with a purpose

Erva was very excited to go back to school on Monday. She wanted
to tell all her friends about her city. When they heard about it, they
said “it sounds nice” and promised to log in that night. And many
of them indeed logged in that night. They walked around the city
and some of them casted some random spells that accidentally
destroyed some of the buildings. Erva rushed in with her character
to reconstruct those buildings, and she created some new laws to
ban destructive spells in the city.

However, it would have been the same if Erva hadn’t created
any new rule, since her friends wouldn’t log in back any more. That
game was out of fashion, and it had been months already since they
last logged in. They just entered this last time to check Erva’s city,
but the place itself was not a big reason to start playing this RPG
again.

As it turns out, the game had been losing interest for most
RPG gamers, and the developers had introduced guns to attract
players from shooting games, a wider audience. This approach
was working, and the number of active users was growing bit by
bit. But since most of the new users were basically gunners, the
developers had to ignore petitions like the one from Erva to ban
guns from the game.

Erva’s Sanctuary became really a sanctuary. A sanctuary for
some loyal users who preferred magic and swords over guns. But
they would go there just to chat about some other newer RPG
games, since they had already explored most of the world in this
one. The ones who still wanted to explore this world were of course
those new users we just mentioned. Unfortunately, those gunners
were banned from Erva’s city.

To what purpose had Erva created that city? She started to
think she had been wasting time during the last couple of months.
It was depressing to think that all her efforts had been in vain. She
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now had a fountain of unlimited energy, but nothing to do with it.
After some internal struggle, Erva finally saw the light. She

remembered her quest to the blue mist ruins, and all the fun she
had at that time. She became friends with a cool couple that were
in fact her neighbors. Erva left her apartment and knocked on her
neighbor’s door. Jim was out and Om was bored at home. Erva
suggested they would go out, and they went to a small coffee shop
downtown.

Erva had been always watching stories in her TV, while picturing
in her head the persons behind the characters in those online game
she played. She now realized it was so much better to picture those
stories in her head, and chat directly to the real persons instead.


